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Abstract

Without
mutual
visibility

Detecting pedestrians in cluttered scenes is a challenging problem in computer vision. The difficulty is
added when several pedestrians overlap in images and occlude each other. We observe, however, that the occlusion/visibility statuses of overlapping pedestrians provide
useful mutual relationship for visibility estimation - the visibility estimation of one pedestrian facilitates the visibility estimation of another. In this paper, we propose a mutual visibility deep model that jointly estimates the visibility statuses of overlapping pedestrians. The visibility relationship among pedestrians is learned from the deep model
for recognizing co-existing pedestrians. Experimental results show that the mutual visibility deep model effectively
improves the pedestrian detection results. Compared with
existing image-based pedestrian detection approaches, our
approach has the lowest average miss rate on the CaltechTrain dataset, the Caltech-Test dataset and the ETH dataset.
Including mutual visibility leads to 4% − 8% improvements
on multiple benchmark datasets.
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Figure 1. (a) Mutual visibility relationship of parts among pedestrians and (b) detection results comparison of the approach without modeling mutual visibility in [25] and our approach modeling
mutual visibility. With mutual visibility modeled in our approach,
the false positive window on the left leg is suppressed and missed
pedestrian on the left is found by modeling the visibility relationship among parts.

1. Introduction
Pedestrian detection is a challenging task due to the
intra-class variation of pedestrians in clothing and articulation. When several pedestrians overlap in the image region,
some will be occluded by others and the expected visual
cues of the occluded parts are corrupted, resulting in the
added difficulty in detection. The examples of overlapping
pedestrians in Fig. 1 (a) often appear in real world applications.
Pedestrians with overlaps are difficult to detect, however,
we observe that these pedestrians have useful mutual visibility relationship information. When pedestrians are found
to overlap in the image region, there are two types of mutual
visibility relationships among their parts:
1. Compatible relationship. It means that the observation
of one part is a positive indication of the other part. There

are two parts, i.e. left-half part and right-half part, for each
pedestrian in Fig. 1 (a). In Fig. 1 (a), given the prior knowledge that there are two pedestrian co-existing side by side,
the right-half part of the left pedestrian is compatible with
the right-half part of the right pedestrian because these two
parts often co-exist in positive training examples. The compatible relationship can be used for increasing the visibility
confidence of mutually compatible pedestrian parts. Take
Fig. 1 (b) as an example, if a pedestrian detector detects
both Alice1 on the left and Bob on the right with high false
positive rate, then the visibility confidence of Alice’s right1 ’Alice’

1

and ’Bob’ are used as placeholder names in this paper.

half part increases when Bob’s right-half part is found to be
visible. And the detection confidence of Alice correspondingly increases. In this example, the compatible relationship
helps to detect Alice in Fig. 1 (b).
2. Incompatible relationship. It means that the occlusion
of one part indicates the visibility of the other part, and vice
versa. For the example in Fig. 1 (b), Alice and Bob have
so strong overlap that one occludes the other. In this case,
Alice’s right-half part and Bob’s left-half part are incompatible because they shall not be visible simultaneously. If
a pedestrian detector detects both Alice and Bob with high
false positive rate in Fig. 1 (b), then the visibility confidence
of Alice’s right-half part increases when Bob’s left-half part
is found to be invisible. And Alice’s detection confidence
is correspondingly increased. Therefore, incompatible relationship helps to detect Alice in this example.
These observations motivate us to jointly estimate the
occlusion status of co-existing pedestrians by modeling the
mutual visibility relationship among their parts. In this paper, we propose to learn the compatible and incompatible
relationship by a discriminative deep model.
The main contribution of this paper is to jointly estimate
the visibility statuses of multiple pedestrians and recognize
co-existing pedestrians via a mutual visibility deep model.
Overlapping parts of co-existing pedestrians are placed at
multiple layers in this deep model. With this deep model, 1)
overlapping parts at different layers verify the visibility of
each other for multiple times; 2) the complex probabilistic
connections across layers are modeled with good efficiency
on both learning and inference. The deep model is suitable
for modeling the mutual visibility relationship because: 1)
the hierarchical structure of the deep model matches with
the multilayers of the parts model; 2) overlapping parts at
different layers verify the visibility of each other for multiple times in the deep model; 3) the complex probabilistic
connections across layers of parts are modeled with good
efficiency on both learning and inference. The mutual visibility deep model effectively improves pedestrian detection performance with less than 5% extra comoputation in
the detection process. It achieves the lowest average miss
rate on the Caltech-Train dataset and the ETH dataset. On
the more challenging PETS dataset labeled by us, including mutual visibility leads to 8% improvement on the lowest average miss rate. Furthermore, our model takes part
detection scores as input and it is complementary to many
existing pedestrian approaches. It has good flexibility to
integrate with other techniques, such as more discriminative features [31], scene geometric constraints [27], richer
part models [40, 38] and contextual multi-pedestrian detection information [30, 26, 36] to further improve the performance.

2. Related Work
Since visibility estimation is the key to handle occlusions, many approaches were proposed for estimating visibility of parts [2, 10, 11, 32, 35, 33, 29, 22, 34, 21]. Wang
et al. [32] used the block-wise HOG+SVM scores to estimate visibility status and combined the full-body classifier and part-based classifiers by heuristics. Enzweiler
et al. [11] estimated the visibility of different parts using motion, depth and segmentation and then computed
the classification score by summing up multiple visibility weighted cues of parts. Substructures were used in
[2, 10]. Each substructure was composed of a set of part
detectors. And the detection confidence score of an object was determined by the existence of these substructures.
The And-Or graph was used in [35] to accumulate hardthresholded part detection scores. Recently, the approaches
in [10, 25] utilized the visibility relationship among parts
for isolated pedestrian. However, the part visibility relationship among co-existing pedestrians was not explored in
[2, 10, 11, 32, 35]. In order to handle inter-human occlusions, the joint part-combination of multiple humans was
adopted in [33, 29, 22, 34, 21]. These approaches obtain
the visibility status by occlusion reasoning using 2-D visibility scores in [33, 29, 22] or using segmentation results
in [34, 21]. They manually defined the incompatible relationship among parts of multiple pedestrians through the
exclusive occupancy of segmentation region or part detection response, while our approach learns the incompatible
relationship from training data. In addition, the compatible
relationship was not used by these approaches.
The articulation relationship among the parts of multiple objects, parameterized by position, scale, size, rotation,
was investigated as context [39, 36, 37, 5]. Nearby detection scores was considered as context in [6]. But it did not
consider the visibility relationship of co-existing pedestrians, which is the focus of our approach. The part visibility
relationship among co-existing pedestrians has not been investigated yet and is complementary to these context-based
approaches.
Deep model has been applied for dimensionality reduction [17], hand written digit recognition [16, 20, 24], object recognition [18, 20], face parsing [23], facial expression recognition and scene recognition [28]. Hinton et al.
[16] proved that adding a new layer, if done correctly, creates a model that has a better variational lower bound on the
log probability of the training data than the previous shallower model . Bengio [1] proved that an architecture with
insufficient depth can require many more computational elements, potentially exponentially more (with respect to input size), than architectures whose depth is matched to the
task. Krizhevsky et al. [19] proposed a deep model that
achieved state-of-the-art performance for object detection
and recognition on the ImageNet dataset [4]. Recently, deep

Table 1. Overview of our pedestrian detection approach.
1. obtain part detection scores by part detector;
2. estimate p(y1 |y2 = 0, x1 ) in (2) and φ(y; x) in (3) with the
deep model in Section 4, estimate φp (y; x) in (3) with GMM;
3. p(y1 |x1 , x2 ) = p(y1 , y2 = 0|x1 , x2 ) + p(y1 , y2 = 1|x1 , x2 ).
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In this paper, we mainly discuss the approach for pairwise pedestrians and extend it to more pedestrians in Section 4.3. Denote the features of detection window wnd1
by vector x1 , containing both appearance and position information. Denote the label of wnd1 by y1 ∈ {0, 1}.
Pedestrian detection with a discriminative model aims at
obtaining p(y1 |x1 ) for each window wnd1 in a sliding window manner for all sizes of windows. We consider another detection window wnd2 with features x2 and label
y2 ∈ {0, 1}. And we have the following by marginalizing
y2 :

p(y1 , y2 |x1 , x2 )
p(y1 |x1 , x2 ) =
y2 =0,1
(1)
= p(y1 , y2 = 1|x1 , x2 ) + p(y1 , y2 = 0|x1 , x2 ),
When y2 = 0, we have
p(y1 , y2 = 0|x1 , x2 ) = p(y1 |y2 = 0, x1 )p(y2 = 0), (2)
where p(y1 |y2 = 0, x1 ) is obtained from the deep model
for isolated pedestrians. p(y2 = 0) is a constant prior on
wnd2 being a background, which is obtained from crossvalidation. When y2 = 1, we have
p(y1 , y2 = 1|x1 , x2 ) ∝ φ(y; x)φp (y; x),

(3)

φ(y; x) in (3) is used for recognizing pair-wise co-existing
pedestrians from part detection scores, where x = [xT1 xT2 ]T ,
y = 1 if y1 = 1 and y2 = 1, otherwise y = 0. Both
p(y1 |y2 = 0, x1 , x2 ) and φ(y; x) are obtained from the
deep model introduced in Section 4. φp (y; x) in (3) models probability for the relative position between wnd1 and
wnd2 . φp (y; x) is estimated from Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). An overview of our approach is given in Table 1.

4. The mutual visibility deep model
Since the visibility relationship of parts between pairwise pedestrians is different when pedestrians have different
relative positions, the relative positions are clustered into
K mixtures using GMM. And K deep models are trained
for these K mixtures. A pair of detection windows are
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Figure 2. (a) The mutual visibility deep model used for inference
and fine tuning parameters and (b) the detailed connection and
parts model for pedestrian 1.

classified into the kth mixture and then this pair are used
by the kth deep model for learning and inference. The
differences between the two pedestrians in horizontal location, vertical location and size, denoted by (dx , dy , ds ),
are used as the random variables in the GMM distribution p(dx , dy , ds ). Positive samples are used for training
p(dx , dy , ds ). φp (y; x) in (3) is obtained from p(dx , dy , ds ).

4.1. The deep model at the inference stage
Fig. 2(a) shows the deep model used at the inference
stage. Fig. 2(b) shows the parts model used for pedestrian 1
at window wnd1 . The parts model for pedestrian 2 at window wnd2 is the same. As shown in Fig. 2(b), there are
3 layers of parts with different sizes. For each pedestrian,
there are six small parts at layer 1, seven medium-sized
parts at layer 2 and seven large parts at Layer 3. The six
parts at layer 1 are left-head-shoulder, right-head-shoulder,
left-torso, right-torso, left-leg and right-leg. A part at an upper layer consists of its children at the lower layer. The parts
at the top layer are the possible occlusion statuses with gray
color indicating occlusions.
The detection scores for L layers are denoted by s =
T
T
[s1 . . . sL ]T = γ(x), where γ(x) is obtained from part
detectors, sl for l = 1, . . . , L denotes the scores at layer
l. For the model in Fig. 2, L = 3. And we have
T
T
sl = [sl1 sl2 ]T , where the P l scores of the two pedestrians
T

at layer l are denoted by sl1 = [s11,1 , . . . , sl1,P l ] and sl2 =
T

[s12,1 , . . . , sl2,P l ] . The visibilities of P l parts are denoted
T

T

by ĥl1 = [h11,1 , . . . , hl1,P l ] and ĥl2 = [h12,1 , . . . , hl2,P l ] respectively. The hidden variables at layer l are denoted by
T
T
ĥl = [ĥl1 ĥl2 ]T . Since ĥl is not provided at training stage

or testing stage, it is considered as a hidden random vector.
In our implementation, DPM in [14] is used for obtaining
part detection scores in s. The deformation among parts are
arranged in the star-model with full-body being the center.
In this paper, it is assumed that part-based models have integrated both appearance and deformation scores into s. In
order to have the top layer representing occlusion status in
a more direct way, s3 accumulate the detection scores that
fit their possible occlusion statuses. For example,
s31,1 = s̃31,1 + s21,1 + s11,1 + s11,2 ,
s31,2 = s̃31,2 +

4

i=1

s21,i +

4


s11,i ,

(4)

i=1

where sl1,i for l = 1, 2, i = 1, . . . , P l is the detection score
for the ith part at layer l, s̃31,1 is the detection score for the
head-shoulder part at layer 3 and s̃31,2 is the detection score
for the head-torso part at layer 3. In our implementation
of the detector, the head-shoulder part at the top layer has
half of the resolution of HOG features compared with the
head-shoulder part at the middle layer.
The overlap information at layer 2 in Fig. 2 is denoted by
o = [oT1 oT2 ]T , where on = [on,1 on,2 . . . on,6 ]T for n = 1, 2.
The overlap information for six parts are left-head-shoulder
on,1 , right-head-shoulder on,2 , left-torso on,3 , right-torso
on,4 , left-leg on,5 and right-leg on,6 . In order to obtain o,
the overlap of these six parts with the pedestrian region of
the other pedestrian is computed. According to the average silhouette in Fig. 3(a), which is obtained by averaging
the gradient of positive samples, two rectangles are used for
approximating the pedestrian region of the other pedestrian.
One rectangle is used for the head region, denoted by Ah ,
another rectangle is used for the torso-leg region, denoted
by At . Denote the region on,i by An,i . on,i is obtained as
follows:
on,i =

area(An,i ∩ Ah ) + area(An,i ∩ At )
,
area(An,i )

(5)

where area(·) computes the area in this region, ∩ denotes
intersection of region. For example, the right person in
Fig. 3(b) has the left-head-shoulder, left-torso and left-leg
overlapping with the pedestrian regions of the left person.
Since An,i , Ah and At are rectangular regions, the operations area(·) and ∩ in (5) can be efficiently computed using the coordinates of rectangles instead of being computed
in a pixel-wise way on the rectangular regions. The overlap information o can also be obtained from segmentation.
Compared with segmentation, the rectangular region is an
approximate but faster approach for obtaining pedestrian region and computing the overlap information o.
At the inference stage, the pedestrian co-existence label
y is inferred from features x. The part visibility probability
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Figure 3. (a) Two rectangular regions used for approximating the
pedestrian region and (b) an example with left-head-shoulder, lefttorso and left-leg overlapping with the pedestrian regions of the
left person.

h̃l+1
is obtained using the model in Fig. 2, i.e.
j
h̃l+1
= p(hl+1
= 1|hl , x)
j
j
T

T

l
+ cl+1
+ gjl+1 sl+1
= σ(hl w∗,j
j
j ),

hl = ĥl if l = L − 1, hl = [ĥ

lT

(6)

T

oT ] , if l = L − 1,

where σ(t) = (1 + exp(−t))−1 is the logistic function. The
estimated output φ(y; x) is obtained as follows:
φ(y; x) = ey(wL h̃
T

L

+b)

/Z,

(7)


T L
where Z = y=0,1 ey(wL h̃ +b) . For the model in Fig. 2,
l
we have L = 3. The learning of parameters w∗,j
, wL , cl+1
j
and gjl+1 in (6) and (7) are explained in Section 4.2.

4.2. The learning of the deep model
The following two stages are used for learning the parameters in (6) and (7).
l
, cl+1
and gjl+1 in (6).
Stage 1: Pretrain parameters w∗,j
j
Stage 2: Fine-tune all the parameters by backpropagating error derivatives. The variables are arranged as a backpropagation (BP) network as shown in Fig. 2(a).
As stated in [12], unsupervised pretraining guides the
learning of the deep model towards the basins of attraction of minima that support better generalization from the
training data. Therefore, we adopt unsupervised pretraining
of parameters at stage 1. The graphical model for unsupervised pretraining is shown in Fig. 4. The probability
distribution of p(h1 , . . . , hL |x) is modeled as follows:
L−2


1
L
l l+1
p(h , . . . , h |x)=
p(h |h , x) p(hL−1 , hL |x),
l=1

p(hli = 1|hl+1 , x)
L−1
L

p(h

=e

l
= σ(wi,∗
hl+1 + gil sli + cli ),

, h |x) = p(hL−1 , hL |s)



T
T
T
hL−1 WL−1 hL+(cL−1 +gL−1 ◦sL−1 ) hL−1+(cL +gL ◦sL ) hL

,
(8)

where ◦ denotes the entrywise product, i.e. (A ◦ B)i,j =
Ai,j Bi,j , h is defined in (6). For the model in Fig. 4,
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Figure 4. The mutual visibility deep model for pretraining.

we have L = 3. Wl , gi ,l and cli are the parameters to be
learned. Wl models the correlation between hl and hl+1 ,
l
wi,∗
is the ith row of Wl , gil is the weight for sli , and cli
l
is the bias term. The element wi,j
of Wl in (8) is set to
in
zero if there is no connection between units hli and hl+1
j
Fig. 2(b). Since s is obtained from the part-based model at
both the training and the testing stages, we consider them as
the observed input variables and need not model p(s). This
deep model is a discriminative model.
Similar to the approach in [16], the parameters in (8) are
trained layer by layer and two adjacent layers are considered as a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) that has
the following distributions:
p(hl , hl+1 |x)
∝e
p(hli



T
T
T
hl Wl hl+1 +(cl +gl ◦sl ) hl +(cl+1 +gl+1 ◦sl+1 ) hl+1

= 1|h

l+1

, x) =

= 1|hl , x) =
p(hl+1
j

,

T
l
σ(wi,∗
hl+1 + cli + gil sli ),
T l
l+1 T l+1
σ(hl w∗,j
+ cl+1
sj ),
j +gj

(9)

l
l
where wi,∗
is the ith row of Wl and w∗,j
is the jth column
l
of W . The gradient of the log-likelihood for this RBM is
computed as follows:

∂L(hl )
∝ (< hli hl+1
>data − < hli hl+1
>model ),
j
j
l
∂wi,j
∂L(hl )
∝ (< hli >data − < hli >model ),
∂cli

œŪŨũŵġ
űŦťŦŴŵųŪŢůġ
űŢųŵ

(10)

∂L(hl )
∝ (< hli sli >data − < hli sli >model ),
∂gil
l
where wi,j
is the (i, j)th element in matrices Wl , < · >data
denotes the expectation with respect to the distribution
p(hl+1 |hl )p(hl )data with p(hl )data sampled from training
data, and < · >model denotes expectation with respect to
the distribution p(hl+1 , hl ) defined in (9). The contrastive
divergence in [15] is used as the fast algorithm for learning
the parameters in (9).
To obtain the p(y1 |y2 = 0, x1 ) in (2) for isolated pedestrian, GMM is not used and only one deep model is trained.
This deep model can be obtained by removing nodes related
to the pedestrian 2 in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, and then replacing
y with y1 in Fig. 2. The training and inference of deep
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Figure 5. Examples of correlation between h22 and h31 learned from
the deep model.

model for isolated pedestrian is similar to the training and
inference of the mutual visibility deep model.

4.3. Analysis on the deep model
In this model, the visibility of parts for one pedestrian influences the visibility of parts for another pedestrian
through the Wl in (8). When the weight between hl+1
1,i and
hl2,j is positive, the ith part for pedestrian 1 at layer l+1 and
the jth part for pedestrian 2 at layer l are considered by the
deep model as compatible. On the other hand, if the weight
l
between hl+1
1,i and h2,j is negative, they are incompatible.
Fig. 5 shows examples of the weight between h31 and h22
learned from the deep model. The top example is from mixture 5 and the bottom example is from mixture 4. Denote
the left pedestrian by P edL and denote the right pedestrian
by P edR . For the top example, the head-shoulder part of
P edR is compatible with head-shoulder part of P edL but
incompatible with the right-half part of P edL . For the bottom example, the left-head-torso part of P edR is compatible with the left-half part of P edL but incompatible with
the right-half part of P edL .
As the part detection scores for wnd1 and wnd2 are already provided by the part-based models, the extra computations required by our approach are step 2 and step
3 in Table 1. In order to save computation, we enforce
p(y1 = 1|x1 , x2 ) = 0 if the detection score of the part-base
model for window wnd1 is lower than a threshold. Similarly, we enforce φp (y = 1; x) = 0 if the detection score
of the part-base model for window wnd2 is lower than a
threshold. Therefore, φ(y; x) and φp (y; x) are computed
for sparse window positions. With part detection scores
provided, the step 2 and step 3 in Table 1 take less than
5% the execution time of the whole detection process on a
2.27GHz CPU with multi-thread turned off on the Caltech
training dataset.

p(y1 |x) =



N


p(y1 , y2 , · · · , yN |x) = p(y1 ,
yn = u).

y2 ,··· ,yN

u

1

1
.80
.64

.80
.64
.50
.40
.30

miss rate
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This paper mainly focuses on pairwise pedestrians for
simplicity. When there are N (> 2) pedestrians in a local
image region, pair-wise relationship is still able to represent
their visibility relationships. Meanwhile, our approach can
be extended for considering N (> 2) windows simultaneously. Denote the features of N windows by x, denote the
label for the nth window by yn ∈ {0, 1}, the p(y1 |x1 , x2 )
in (1) is extended to:
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Figure 6. Experimental results on the Caltech-Train dataset (left)
and the ETH dataset (right) for HOG [3], LatSVM-V2[14], FPDW
[8], D-Isol [25] and our mutual visibility approach, i.e. D-Mut.

n=2

(11)

N
When n=2 yn = u, a mutual visibility deep model is
constructed for u pedestrians, similar to the mutual visibility deep model for pair-wise pedestrians.

5. Experimental Results
The proposed framework is evaluated on four publicly
available datasets: Caltech-Train, Caltech-Test [9] , ETH
[13] and PETS20092. In our implementation, the DPM
in [14] with the modified HOG feature in [14] is used for
part detection scores. The deformation among parts are arranged in the star-model with full-body being the center.
Since the part detection score is considered as input of our
framework, the framework keeps unchanged if other articulation models or features are used. For the experiment on
the datasets Caltech-Train, ETH and PETS2009, the INRIA training dataset in [3] is used for training our parts
model and deep models. For the experiment on the CaltechTest dataset, Caltech-Train dataset is used for training parts
model and deep models. In the experiments, we mainly
compare with the approach D-Isol [25]. It uses the same
feature, the same deformable model and the same training
dataset as ours for training the parts model. D-Isol [25] only
used the deep model for isolated pedestrians while both isolated pedestrians and co-existing pedestrian are considered
in this paper. The FPDW in [8] and the CrossTalk in [7]
are also included for comparison. FPDW and CrossTalk are
trained on INRIA training dataset using boosting classifier
on multiple features.
The per-image evaluation methodology as suggested in
[9] is used. We use the labels and evaluation code provided
by Dollár in [9]. As in [9], log-average miss rate is used as
the evaluation criterion.

5.1. Experimental Results on four publicly available
datasets
In this section, pedestrians at least 50 pixels tall, fully
visible or partial occluded are investigated in the experiments. This set of pedestrians is denoted as the subset reasonable in [9].
2 http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/a.html

Fig. 6 shows the experimental results on the CaltechTrain dataset and the ETH dataset. Fig. 8 shows detection result comparison of D-Isol and D-Mut at 1 FPPI
on the Caltech-Train dataset and the ETH dataset. It can
be seen that our mutual visibility approach, i.e. D-Mut,
has 4% and 6% miss rate improvement compared with DIsol on Caltech-Train dataset and the ETH dataset respectively. Compared with LatSVM-V2, our approach achieves
11% and 10% miss rate improvement respectively on the
Caltech-Train dataset and the ETH dataset. Compared with
FPDW, our approach achieves 5% and 19% miss rate improvement respectively on the Caltech-Train dataset and the
ETH dataset. Compared with the image-based approaches
evaluated in [9], our approach has the lowest miss rate on
the ETH dataset and the Caltech-Train dataset.
Fig. 7 show the experimental results on the Caltech-Test
dataset and the PETS2009 dataset. Compared with D-Isol,
D-Mut has 5% miss rate improvement on the Caltech-Test
dataset and 8% miss rate improvement on the PETS2009
dataset. Our approach has the same miss rate as the best
performing approaches [27, 6] on the Caltech-Test dataset,
both of which have 48% average miss rate. More discriminative features [31] (pyramid HOG and color-self-similarity
features) and scene geometric constraints [27] have been
used in these approaches. These features and constraints
can also be used for further improving our results. For example, with geometric constraints used in an unsupervised
way, the miss rate of D-Mut can be reduced from 48% to
44%. The PETS2009 crowd dataset is a well-known benchmark for pedestrian counting and pedestrian tracking. In our
experiment, we select S2 L2 with medium density crowd
and S2 L3 with high density crowd for test. S2 L2 contains 436 frames and S2 L3 contains 240 frames. There
are totally 676 frames and 14385 pedestrians evaluated in
this experiment. We manually labeled the pedestrians in
this dataset 3 . The results for LatSVM-V2 and FPDW are
obtained by running their code for this dataset. The experimental results for CrossTalk is not available on PETS2009
because the code is not available.
3 http://www.ee.cuhk.edu.hk/

˜xgwang/2DBNped.html
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Figure 7. Experimental results on the Caltech-Test dataset (left)
and the PETS2009 dataset (right).
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Figure 9. I-pedestrian versus O-pedestrian.
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Figure 8. Detection results comparison of D-Isol and D-Mut on the
Caltech-Train dataset and the ETH dataset. All results are obtained
at 1 FPPI.

5.2. Experimental Results on the effect of mutual
visibility deep model
The pedestrians evaluated in Section 5.1 are divided into
two subsets: Isolated and Overlapped in this section. A
ground truth pedestrian is considered as overlapped if the
overlapping area ratio of his/her bounding box with other
pedestrian is larger than 1%. Pedestrians overlapping with
other pedestrians are called O-pedestrians in this paper. The
O-pedestrians are in subset Overlapped. Isolated Pedestrians are in subset Isolated and called I-pedestrians. Our approach focuses on O-pedestrians. Note that an O-pedestrian
is still a pedestrian. Fig. 9 shows examples on I-pedestrian
and O-pedestrian.
In this section, we specifically evaluate the detection performance on detecting I-pedestrians and O-pedestrians. Fig.
10 shows the experimental results. The improvement of our
approach over D-Isol is 2% on detecting I-pedestrians for
both datasets. On the other hand, the improvement on detecting O-pedestrians is 5% for the Caltech-Train dataset
and 7% for the ETH dataset. Thus our approach outperforms D-Isol on pedestrian detection mainly because
of its ability in detecting co-existing pedestrians, i.e. Opedestrians. This experimental result validates the focus of
this paper in improving the performance on detecting pedestrians with overlaps.
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Figure 10. Experimental results on detecting Isolated pedestrians
(top) and Overlapped pedestrians (bottom) on the Caltech-Train
dataset (left) and the ETH dataset (right).

6. Conclusion
This paper proposes a mutual visibility deep model
that jointly estimates the visibility statuses of multiple coexisting pedestrians. Starting from the scores of conventional part detectors, the mutual part visibility relationship
among multiple pedestrians is learned by the deep model
for recognizing co-existing pedestrians. Experimental results show that the mutual visibility deep model effectively
improves the pedestrian detection results. Compared with
existing image-based pedestrian detection approaches evaluated in [9], our approach achieves the lowest miss rate on
the Caltech-Train dataset, the Caltech-Test dataset and the
ETH dataset. Since the deep model takes the part detection
scores as input, it is complementary to new investigations
on features, e.g. color self similarity, local binary pattern,
motion and depth, and articulation models, e.g. poselets,
multi-object articulation model. Experimental results on
four publicly available datasets show that the mutual visibility deep model is effective in improving pedestrian detection results.
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